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MESSAGE FROM
THE PORTFOLIO CHIEF
Kwe,
Since January 2016, I have been pleased to take on the role of portfolio chief
for the First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable Development
Institute. This mandate commits me to supporting the FNQLSDI mission and
acting as a spokesperson for the Chiefs’ table on issues related to sustainable
development.
Sustainable development of resources and territory is an important issue for
all First Nations and for me. Thus, it is a great honour and a privilege for me to
take on this role. Important issues such as the sustainability of resources and
the sound management of the territory are at the heart of the concerns of the
Chiefs of each of our communities and deserve their interest and involvement.
Since its creation in 2000, the FNQLSDI has played a significant role in the sustainable development of First Nations communities. In 2017–2018, the FNQLSDI demonstrated once again the high quality and the calibre of the projects carried out, thanks to
the expertise of its growing team. Undoubtedly, many of these projects will have a meaningful positive impact on First Nations
as a whole.
In conclusion, I invite you to read this activity report and to learn about the worthy involvement of the FNQLSDI team in the
sustainable development of our communities. I personally would like to thank them for the excellent work they have accomplished!

David Kistabish
Chief of the Abitibiwinni community
FNQLSDI Portfolio Chief
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MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR

Kuei,
The last year was marked both by the continuity of different projects and the rapid
growth of some of our sectors. While the team grew by one third over the course of
2017–2018, it is the scale, duration and significant anticipated spin-offs of some of our
projects that are particularly interesting.
In 2016, the FNQLSDI developed a profile of the waste management in the communities in
Quebec, with the intention of developing a range of services related to the needs and
aspirations of First Nations. Demand has exceeded our expectations and the projects
have multiplied rapidly, so much so that the waste management sector has experienced
significant growth in 2017–2018, which will certainly continue in the years to come!
The activities of the Centre of Expertise on Impact and Benefit Agreement (IBAs), which
was launched in 2016, continued as community requests to receive support for the various stages of the complex process of
negotiating an IBA increased tenfold. This year, the Centre of Expertise therefore collaborated with eight communities for 16
different projects to develop resources or projects related to these resources. In addition, a new specialized component on
forestry-based IBAs was launched to better support the communities in this area.
The year 2017–2018 was also punctuated by major consultation initiatives, both federally and provincially. Among other things,
we note the Aboriginal communities consultation policy specific to the mining sector of the Ministère de l’Énergie et des
Ressources naturelles du Québec and the Environmental and Regulatory Reviews, which led to the modernization and integration of protection measures among many federal laws and agencies. In order to optimize the participation of First Nations in
the different consultation processes, the FNQLSDI’s Centre of Expertise in Consultation and Accommodation has multiplied the
workshops, briefing notes, briefs and sharing opportunities according to the needs expressed by the communities.
The ongoing support provided to four First Nations communities as part of their Comprehensive Community Planning (CCP)
processes, in the context of a three-year pilot project, continued this year. We also improved the services offered to the
communities, regardless of whether they are pilot projects, by organizing the first regional workshop on CCP and by adding a
major component focused on training and the creation of community engagement tools to our activities.
The FNQLSDI is proud to participate in these projects, and there is much more to discover in this report. With that, I am pleased
to present to you the results for the year 2017–2018.

Michael Ross
Director
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ABOUT THE FNQLSDI

The First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable Development Institute (FNQLSDI) is a non-profit organization,
created in 1997 by resolution (13/1997) of the Chiefs of the Assembly of First Nations Quebec-Labrador (AFNQL). Since it
started its activities in 2000, the Institute has made its expertise and knowledge related to the sustainable management
of territories and resources available to First Nations.

Governance
The FNQLSDI supports and works, according to the mandates entrusted to it, with the Chiefs, interveners and staff of ten
nations, in a total of 43 communities. As a First Nations regional organization, the FNQLSDI has no board of directors and
remains under the authority of the Chiefs-in-Assembly and the Regional Chief. The FNQLSDI works closely with the AFNQL and
its regional commissions.
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ABOUT THE FNQLSDI

Report of the FNQLSDI: In keeping with its mission and the pillars of sustainable development
The following report will allow you to appreciate the efforts of the FNQLSDI in order to promote, through its activities, each of
the four pillars of sustainable development and to accomplish its mission.
Environmental pillar: Maintaining the integrity of ecosystems and protecting natural environments
Mission of the FNQLSDI: Supporting the communities in
their efforts focused on the health of the land and its
resources

Social pillar: Maintenance and development of social
benefits and a healthy society that defends its culture and
way of life
Mission of the FNQLSDI: Supporting communities in their
efforts to develop sustainable communities

—Waste management (pages 23–25): Technical support for
collection, ecocentre, composting and household
hazardous waste management initiatives with 9
communities for 12 major projects;

—Multilingual youth books (pages 27–28): Production of 2
multilingual books with audio files translated into 6
indigenous languages, which were disseminated
among schools and organizations in 24 communities;

—Housing and climate hazards (page 30): Classification of
vulnerabilities in the face of climate hazards for over 40
dwellings in 2 communities;

—Comprehensive Community Planning (pages 15–17):
Ongoing support provided to 4 communities in their
CCP processes;

—Restoration of abandoned sites (page 26): Identification
of contaminated sites on the territories of 3 communities with a view to their restoration.

—Community mobilization (page 18): Collaborative
approach initiated with more than 30 stakeholders
from 12 communities.

First Nations rights pillar: Respect for First Nations rights
Mission of the FNQLSDI: Support communities in their
efforts to ensure that the rights of First Nations are recognized

Economic pillar: Generator of economic activity and
growth without causing greater environmental deterioration
Mission of the FNQLSDI: Support communities in their
efforts to develop sustainable communities

—Centre of Expertise in Consultations (pages 11–14): Support
for 25 consultation and engagement initiatives,
organization of 3 workshops and preparation of over
30 briefing notes, briefs and analyses;
—Centre of Expertise on Impact and Benefit Agreements
(pages 19–22): Collaboration with 8 communities for 16
resource development projects or related projects.

—Quebec First Nations Regional Energy Portrait (page 31):
Meeting with stakeholders from 20 communities and
support provided to 1 community for a concrete renewable energy project.

¹ First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable Development
Strategy, FNQLSDI, 2006
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ABOUT THE FNQLSDI

The multidisciplinary FNQLSDI team has accumulated many years of experience in different areas of sustainable
development. The team consists of:

The team
Michael Ross
Director

Marie-Hélène Beaudry • Isabelle Courchesne •
Lydia-Juliette Picard
Sustainable Development Project Officers

Alain Bédard
Assistant Director

Clara Canac-Marquis
Forestry Project Officer

Sarah Zammit
Consultation Coordinator

Catherine Lortie
Operations and Communication Manager

Marie-Pier Breton • Isabel Lemus-Lauzon
Consultation Project Officers

Nathalie Hardy
Administrative Assistant

Catherine Béland
Planning Coordinator

Laury Tétaut Malek
Financial Assistant

Antoine Maranda • Jason Fournier
Planning Project Officers

Collaborators

Katherine Tremblay • Laura Morgan • Anabel Caissy

Joëlle Guérin, Consultations

Waste Management Project Officers

Danielle Linnen, IBA

Andréanne Ferland • Karine Labrosse-Lapensée
Climate Change Project Officers

Alexandra Lorange, IBA
Marie-Christine Roussel-Gray, Waste Management
Olivier Courtemanche, IBA

Claudel Babineau-Boulé

Éloïse Ouellet-Décoste, IBA

Environmental Project Officer

Chloé Leduc, Waste Management
Pascale Ayotte, Consultations
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TECHNICAL ADVICE TO
THE CHIEFS OF THE AFNQL
Green action
The FNQLSDI is always present at the Chiefs’ Assemblies of
the AFNQL to provide support for the issues related to its
field of expertise. Its presence at these meetings allows it
to be aware of the political issues of importance to First
Nations and to direct its activities and support based on
the concerns raised.
In 2017–2018, the following issues particularly attracted the
attention of the First Nations and were the subject of
presentations made to the assembly by the FNQLSDI:
• June 2017: The activity report of the FNQLSDI for the
2016–2017 fiscal year was presented, and the land and
resources files were presented by the Centre of Expertise in Consultations. The Federal Environmental and
Regulatory Reviews, Quebec’s energy-related stakes,
the Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act and
the Courtoreille v. Canada decision appeal were presented;
• October 2017: A resolution on Comprehensive Community
Planning, which had been requested by the Chiefs’
committee, was presented by Chief Darcy Gray. The
rationale for updating the consultation protocol by the
Centre of Expertise in Consultation and Accommodation
and community representatives, as well as the collaborative method that would be used, was also presented.
Finally, follow-up was conducted on the various upcoming engagement and consultation sessions.

In order to embody the vision of sustainable development that it projects, the FNQLSDI has undertaken
various green actions this year in order to improve its
energy efficiency and procedures. In these pages,
you will discover a composting initiative as well as an
activity that was held on World Environment Day on
June 5, 2017. Other green actions were also undertaken such as:
—Promoting the local purchase of furniture and
computer equipment, when these purchases are
unavoidable;
—Reducing the use of paper by
simplifying
administrative
processes
(time
sheets,
financial follow-up, etc.);
—Promoting carpooling for the travels of participants
during events organized by the FNQLSDI;
—Establishing an internal travel schedule to match
the visits of the members of the team to the
communities, thereby reducing
our carbon emissions associated
with vehicle travel.

Also, with a view to sharing information with the various
community stakeholders, the FNQLSDI presented a conference on Comprehensive Community Planning, in collaboration with Kim Chevrier of Kebaowek First Nation, at the
special meeting organized by the AFNQL and ISC as part of
the new financial relationship in March 2018.
First Nations of Quebec Waste Management Symposium
Quebec, January 23–24, 2018
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REPRESENTATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
For many years, the FNQLSDI has participated as an observer on several tables and committees mandated to advise ministers
or their representatives on the conservation and enhancement of wildlife. These working groups are an opportunity for the
FNQLSDI to put forward the interests of First Nations on these issues that particularly concern them, and to communicate the
important information to the First Nations concerned.

The FNQLSDI is a regular member of the following tables and committees:
• Ouranos maritime environment committee;
• Wildlife national table;
• Salmon table;
• Table on migratory birds;
• Round table of the Grande Oie des neiges;
• Recovery Strategy for the Woodland Caribou;
• National Aboriginal Council on Species at Risk of the AFN;
• Joint Committee on Climate Action (JCCA) Canada-AFN;
• Advisory Committee on Climate Action and the Environment (ACCAE);
• Steering committee for the Acting on Climate Change: Indigenous Innovations project;
• Ni miro pimatisiwinan—Impacts of Climate Change on the Health of Indigenous Women;
• Committee of Practice in Housing;
• National Indigenous Community Development Strategy Working Group;
• First Nation PIEVC Toolkit Development and Testing;
• First Nations Waste Management Initiative National Advisory Committee.

These meetings are also an opportunity for the FNQLSDI to learn more about the positions and interests of the various stakeholders of the territory on these subjects and thus to evaluate their possible convergences and divergences with those of the
First Nations.
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WORKSHOPS
AND TRAININGS

WORKSHOPS, TRAININGS AND
EVENTS ORGANIZED BY THE FNQLSDI

CONSULTATIONS
TEQ-MERN event on the Aboriginal community consultation policy specific to the mining sector and the Energy
Transition, Innovation and Efficiency Master Plan.
Wendake, December 5–6, 2017.

IBA
Workshop in Impact and Benefit Agreements with
thematic discussion panels. Quebec, February 21–22,
2018.

Training on the federal duty to consult and accommodate First Nations. Wendake, January 17–18, 2018.
Workshop: Consultations “Territory and Natural
Resources” and Modernization of the National Energy
Board. Montreal, March 27–28, 2018.
Workshop in IBA
Quebec, February 21–22, 2018

MOBILIZATION

Discussion on community mobilization and consultations. Wendake, January 19, 2018.
Workshop on indigenous community mobilization.
Wendake, March 22, 2018.
Consultations workshop—NEB Modernization
Montreal, March 27–28, 2018

WASTE

First Nations of Quebec Waste Management Symposium. Quebec, January 23–24, 2018.

CLIMATE CHANGE
Support for the 6th First Nations Youth Summit
organized by First Nations Youth Network Quebec-Labrador. Mashteuiatsh, August 11–13, 2017.

PLANNING
PlaniTerre Conference: A two-day gathering about land
use planning practices from First Nations in Quebec.
Mashteuiatsh, April 19–20, 2017.
Regional Workshop on First Nations Comprehensive
Community Planning (CCP). Duchesnay, September
19–21, 2017.
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CONSULTATION AND
ACCOMMODATION

FIRST NATIONS OF QUEBEC-LABRADOR CENTRE OF
EXPERTISE IN CONSULTATION AND ACCOMMODATION

For several years, the FNQLSDI has provided a range of services and resources to support First Nations, Chiefs and
community experts in the analysis of federal and provincial consultations submitted to them. In 2016, the FNQLSDI
strengthened its action in this area by setting up the First Nations of Quebec-Labrador Centre of Expertise in Consultation
and Accommodation.

Centre of Expertise—objectives and core activities
The objectives of the Centre of Expertise in Consultation
and Accommodation are to optimize First Nations participation in government-initiated consultation and mobilization processes on policies, plans, programs, government
legislation and major projects; provide First Nations with
the information needed for informed decision-making;
promote improved government practices in consultation
and accommodation; and foster First Nations readiness
for the consultation and accommodation processes.
Core activities
• Staying abreast of current events and sharing information with the First Nations network of experts;

The following principles guide the Centre of Expertise
activities with First Nations:

Networking,
co-operation,
partnership

Skills
development

Respect of rights and
specific interests

• Sending analyses and model memoranda to First Nations;
• Developing networking among First Nations (establishing
committees and working groups, and organizing
meetings; organizing and holding provincial meetings
between First Nations and with ministries and other
government organizations that initiate consultations);
• Supporting First Nations mobilization;
• Providing information to the Chiefs on consultation files;
• Preparing and sharing tools related to the technical and
legal aspects of consultations;
• Developing training courses and workshops;
• Giving feedback to federal and provincial departments
regarding their consultation processes;
• Acting in the capacity of an observer at different tables
and committees where national wildlife and forestry
issues are discussed.

Activities carried out
Activities carried out at the Centre of Expertise in Consultation and Accommodation focus primarily on strategic
and national-level consultations and mobilizations that
concern several, or all, First Nations of Quebec. Since each
file is different, the support offered varies on the basis of
targeted priorities, but also on the basis of the consultation process in question (time allocated, information
provided, etc.).
The Centre of Expertise can also offer support to one or
several communities during processes initiated at the
more local level. For example, the Centre of Expertise
provided assistance to the Nutashkuan First Nation during
its participation in the environmental assessment process
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CONSULTATION AND
ACCOMMODATION

FIRST NATIONS OF QUEBEC-LABRADOR CENTRE OF
EXPERTISE IN CONSULTATION AND ACCOMMODATION

related to the Nexen Energy ULC offshore oil exploration
project off the coast of Newfoundland. The Centre also
helped the Maliseet of Viger First Nation with the hiring
process for a consultations coordinator.
In the course of 2017–2018, during national consultation
and engagement processes, the Centre of Expertise in
Consultation and Accommodation:
• Worked on 25 consultation and engagement initiatives
initiated by a dozen federal and provincial departments
and agencies;
• Supported the organization of, or organized, three workshops and several telephone conferences/working
groups only bringing together First Nations or First
Nations and provincial and federal departments;
• Prepared some 30 briefing notes, model memoranda
and analyses (including memoranda and analyses
related to several files concerning the Review of
Environmental and Regulatory Processes and the
Oceans Protection Plan) sent to First Nations.
Provincial files
At the provincial level, the Government of Quebec initiated
several important files this year. The MERN’s new environmental evaluation process and Aboriginal community
consultation policy specific to the mining sector particularly engaged First Nations and the Centre of Expertise.
The Centre of Expertise played an advisory role in the
following files:
—Aboriginal community consultation policy specific to the
mining sector—MERN;
—Government policy regarding land use planning—MAMOT;

—Regulation regarding the evaluation and review of
environmental impacts and the regulation regarding
ministerial authorization and the declaration of conformity (Environment Quality Act)—MDDELCC;
– Transition Énergétique Québec Master Plan – TEQ;
—Consultation policy regarding guidelines related to the
sustainable development of forested land—MFFP.
Activities carried out by the FNQLSDI do not release
the federal and provincial governments from their
constitutional duty to consult First Nations separately.
The analysis by the FNQLDSI of consultations and
activities is conducted parallel to official First Nations
consultation processes initiated by government and
may not be used in replacement thereof.
Federal files
The new federal government committed itself to renewing
its relations with First Nations on a Nation-to-Nation
approach pursuant to its constitutional duties and based
on the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. These commitments sparked a renewal in
relations between First Nations and the federal government that emerged in the form of several engagement and
consultation initiatives during the year 2017–2018. The
Centre of Expertise in Consultation and Accommodation
developed support measures to cope with the greater
needs of First Nations in terms of support, information and
networking related to the federal initiatives.
At the federal level, the Centre of Expertise’ main activities
focused on the following files:
—Oceans Protection Plan—Transport Canada;
—Measures related to species at risk—ECCC;
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CONSULTATION AND
ACCOMMODATION

FIRST NATIONS OF QUEBEC-LABRADOR CENTRE OF
EXPERTISE IN CONSULTATION AND ACCOMMODATION

—Amendments to Bill C-55 An Act to amend the Oceans Act
and the Canada Petroleum Resources Act and study of
the process to designate marine protected areas;
—Review of environmental and regulatory processes
regarding the:
• Analysis of environmental assessment processes
according to the Canadian Environment Assessment
Act (2012) and the approach related to the list of
projects and requirements in terms of information
and the management of deadlines;
• Modernization of the National Energy Board;
• Re-establishment of protective measures eliminated
and the integration of modern protective measures
in the Fisheries Act and the Canadian Navigable
Waters Act.

The Centre of Expertise prepared a consultation follow-up
table listing the main consultations underway and those
planned. The main steps in a consultation were defined
and activities carried out by the FNQLSDI were recorded in
the table, which is updated on a regular basis and sent to
the First Nations network of experts and the Secretariat of
the AFNQL.
The Centre of Expertise also provides assistance to First
Nations in need of a specific support. This assistance may
be regarding particular consultations, such as environmental assessment processes for example, or incidental
activities associated with consultation and accommodation processes (requests related to the development of
consultation offices, tools, etc.).
Training on the duty to consult

Tools and training
Among its core activities centring on the development of
tools and training, the Centre of Expertise in Consultation
and Accommodation helps First Nations develop the legal
and procedural knowledge (methodology, community
engagement, etc.) inherent in the consultation and accommodation process. The Centre also seeks to ensure close
follow-up of the different processes and encourage First
Nations to share their expertise.

The training offered to First Nations on January 17 and
18, 2018 revisited the main aspects of federal civil
servant training. The session was attended by some
20 First Nations participants who learned about the
federal approach to Aboriginal consultation and
accommodation.
For example, the following subjects were addressed:
—Principles underlying the duty to consult;

—In cooperation with the Planning Sector of the FNQLSDI,
the Centre of Expertise works on the development of
community engagement training and tools;

—Extent of potential adverse impacts;

—Several legal questions have been analyzed and the
results shared with First Nations;

—Evaluation of the scope of the consultation, etc.

—On January 17 and 18, 2018, the Centre of Expertise
worked with Indigenous Services Canada so that a
two-day training session might be offered to First
Nations on the implementation of the duty to consult.

—Evaluation of the strength of assertions of ancestral
rights and analysis of treaty rights;

Given the success of the training session, the Centre
of Expertise in Consultation and Accommodation
plans to organize additional sessions on the same
subject and on consultation processes more specific
to certain environmental and regulatory processes.
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CONSULTATION AND
ACCOMMODATION

FIRST NATIONS OF QUEBEC-LABRADOR CENTRE OF
EXPERTISE IN CONSULTATION AND ACCOMMODATION

TEQ-MERN Event
On December 5 and 6, 2017, the Centre of Expertise in
Consultation and Accommodation supported the organization of two days of discussion on the Aboriginal community consultation policy specific to the mining sector and the
Transition Énergétique Québec Master Plan. The event
brought together 25 participants representing 15 Aboriginal communities.

(mining, energy and territory). The objectives of the
December 6th discussion were to:
—Present and discuss the inclusion of the comments
received following the period of consultation focusing
on the Aboriginal community consultation policy specific to the mining sector held during the winter of
2015–2016;

On December 5, the agenda focused on the Development
of the Energy Transition, Innovation and Efficiency Master
Plan for Quebec and addressed the following subjects:

—Present the new version of the Aboriginal community
consultation policy specific to the mining sector and
draw attention to the amendments and clarifications
made;

—Renewable energy and bioenergy;

—Introduce the MERN’s Aboriginal community consultation
policies project.

—Energy efficiency in buildings;
—Cross-cutting issues: service provision, financing,
awareness-raising and the development of knowledge.
The results of the discussion forum were compiled in a
report that guided TEQ in the development of the chapter
in its Master Plan specific to First Nations.
On December 6, discussions focused on the MERN’s
policies regarding Aboriginal community consultation and
the Aboriginal community consultation policy specific to
the mining sector. In its 2015–2018 strategic plan, the MERN
agreed to develop a ministerial policy covering the consultation of Aboriginal communities in all spheres of business

Satisfaction survey
In December 2017, the Centre of Expertise conducted a
survey of First Nations to assess their degree of
satisfaction with services rendered and identify their
main needs in terms of support. Twenty-three people
from six Nations—Chiefs and technicians—completed
the survey, the results of which revealed:
—A good turnout rate for activities hosted by the
Centre of Expertise;
—A very high level of satisfaction with the activities
and tools shared;
—A very high level of satisfaction regarding the
usefulness, relevance and frequency of communications;
—Some tools (consultation follow-up) deserve a
better update;
- 75% of the respondents were interested in personalized service.

TEQ-MERN Event
Wendake, December 5, 2017

The Centre of Expertise will continue to improve its
outreach and ensure that its activities correspond to
the needs and realities of First Nations in Quebec.
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MOBILIZATION AND
COLLECTIVE ACTION

COMPREHENSIVE
COMMUNITY PLANNING

For the past two years, the FNQLSDI has been working on
the implementation of the Comprehensive Community
Planning (CCP) pilot project. The project is based on a
partnership between several organizations: four pilot First
Nations (Kahnawà:ke, Kebaowek First Nation, Listuguj and
Abitibi8inni First Nation), the FNQLSDI and Indigenous
Services Canada (ISC). Together, the partners form the
Regional CCP Working Group.

training (e.g., creating a work plan, developing a mobilization plan, collecting and analyzing data, etc.) and networking, the FNQLSDI contribute to building capacity and the
power to act of local experts. Links on the FNQLSDI
website will guide you to the approaches of each community.

The pilot project is the second phase of a strategy to
implement a CCP support initiative for all First Nations in
Quebec.

The FNQLSDI support is not limited to the pilot project’s
First Nations partners, and we are working to facilitate
access to CCP for all First Nations in Quebec. Sharing of
documents, presentations, introductions to CCP for
elected officials and the members, efforts to make CCP
mentors accessible, inclusion of practices in the community are the main methods used to support their efforts.
Please feel free to contact us if the subject interests you!

The second year of the CCP pilot project was rich in
learning, both in terms of the collaboration between
partners and the planning process implemented by First
Nations. The partners can be proud of what they have
accomplished. Before starting the third and final year of
the pilot project, it is useful to take stock of what has been
accomplished.
Ongoing CCP efforts in four communities
Four local coordinators guide the CCP process in the pilot
communities, with the participation of their planning
team. The FNQLSDI offer accompaniment to each team, in
person and remotely. Through mentoring sessions,

Phase 1
Planning the
deployment framework
(2015–2016)
Completed

Support for community initiatives outside the pilot
project

Support and promotion of CCP
To carry out their planning process and to implement their
vision of community development, First Nations often
need partners. In 2017–2018, we worked to promote CCP to
more than 120 people from nearly 30 councils, Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal organizations such as the FNQLEDC,
the FNHRDCQ, the FNQLHSSC, Quebec Native Women, the
FNQLYN and the FNEC.

Phase 2
Pilot project:
CCP experimentation
by First Nations
(2016–2017 to 2018–2019)
Ongoing

Phase 3
Launch of the
CCP support initiative
(2019–2020)
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MOBILIZATION AND
COLLECTIVE ACTION
At the same time, the FNQLSDI supported the Chiefs in
Assembly (AFNQL), which adopted a resolution in support
of CCP and community development. In addition, the
FNQLSDI participates in the working group of the Indigenous Community Development National Strategy, as well
as a steering committee coordinating between the pilot
project and the Aboriginal Community Coordinators
Program of the Secrétariat aux affaires autochtones.
These steps help to provide First Nations with an enabling
environment for their CCP activities.
First CCP Workshop in Quebec City
The first workshop on Quebec First Nations CCPs was held
from September 19–21, 2017. The event brought together
some 75 participants from 28 First Nations. Through
lectures, workshops and shared community experiences,
participants had the opportunity to become familiar with
the CCP approach and to think about the steps needed to
implement it in their community. They also identified
action priorities to guide the deployment of CCP across
Quebec. The report of the event and the presentations of
the speakers are available on the website of the FNQLSDI.
Translation of key documents

COMPREHENSIVE
COMMUNITY PLANNING
which are available on its website or on request, including
the Nishnawbe Aski Development Fund CCP Toolkit and
Gaining Momentum: 96 Best Practices of First Nations CCP
by the New Relationship Trust.

Working group on the Indigenous Community Development National Strategy
Westbank First Nation, August 28–29, 2017

Development of tools and training content
To support the work of the coordinators and their planning
teams, the FNQLSDI has developed, adapted or shared
various tools and training content, related to various
subjects: annual planning and project budgeting, communication and mobilization planning, community mobilization 101, facilitation of meetings, collection and analysis of
data, useful assessment, etc. A directory of community
mobilization tools, available on the FNQLSDI website, has
also been produced.

To facilitate access to references about CCP, the FNQLSDI
has translated or had translated several key documents,

Regional CCP Working Group
Quebec City, February 21, 2018

CCP Workshop
Quebec City, September 19–21, 2017
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MOBILIZATION AND
COLLECTIVE ACTION

COMPREHENSIVE
COMMUNITY PLANNING

Creation of collaborative structures

Events and training in 2017–2018

Through their collaboration, the partners try to embody a
new way of relating, to support the Nations in achieving
their goals of self-determination and self-reliance. The
FNQLSDI created three structures to support the collaboration: a regional working group, a coordinator group and
a monitoring committee. This mode of operation requires
constant assessment to identify lessons learned and to
apply the knowledge to the ongoing action. The FNQLSDI
identified collective assessment questions, developed a
collective agreement to guide our collaboration, and
worked on an initial report on what has been learned.

In the last year, different events and trainings were
organized:

Encouraging mentoring between communities
Community-to-community learning is an essential element
of CCP. To facilitate knowledge sharing, the FNQLSDI is
creating sharing spaces for coordinators and for communities that would like to get going with CCP: face-to-face or
virtual meetings, joint work sessions, group problem
solving, Facebook group, etc. The FNQLSDI also encourage
networking with coordinators from across Turtle Island,
disseminating
information
and
supporting the participation of coordinators in regional and national CCP
workshops. These gatherings inspire
the coordinators and support the
development of their practice, while
enhancing the knowledge and expertise
acquired.

• April 18–20, Mashteuiatsh: Planiterre Conference
• August 29–30, Montreal: Sharing and Mentoring Meeting
for CCP coordinators
• September 19–21, Duchesnay: First Nations Regional CCP
Workshop
• November 14–29, December 18 (online): Sharing and
Mentoring Meeting for CCP Coordinators
• January 23 and February 22, Quebec City: Training on
Useful Assessment
• February 6–7, Pikogan: Training in Data Collection and
Analysis
• February 21, Quebec City: CCP Regional Working Group
Workshop
• March 22, Wendake: Aboriginal Community Engagement
Workshop

Coordinators meeting
Montreal, August 29–30, 2017
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MOBILIZATION AND
COLLECTIVE ACTION
COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION
Community mobilization is a key element in identifying and achieving the collective aspirations of First Nations. At the
heart of the concept, which brings together a range of practices, is the idea that people work together towards a common
goal. Mobilization is therefore used in various sectors to develop concrete projects, take collective decisions and plan for
the future.

Within the framework of the projects and initiatives for
which it is responsible, the FNQLSDI team facilitates and
accompanies various processes of collective mobilization
and action, for example: regional CCP working group,
working groups on consultation, local planning teams,
local outreach teams, etc.
Through the fulfillment of these mandates, the First
Nations stakeholders with whom the FNQLSDI work have
expressed the wish to benefit from community mobilization training and tools adapted to their context and
practice. To meet this need, the FNQLSDI team has undertaken a collaborative approach with practitioners working
in community mobilization.

Discussion on community mobilization and consultations
Wendake, January 19, 2018

The general objective of this approach is to enhance and
build the capacity of First Nations stakeholders in community mobilization. To achieve this goal, we have taken
advantage of the fact that many community stakeholders
have gained a lot of mobilization experience and excel in
their work. They have shared success stories that inform
us about good practices to implement.
The collaborative approach involved conducting
one-on-one interviews and participatory workshops with

about 30 First Nations community mobilization stakeholders. They were invited to speak about different facets of
their work, the challenges they face and the ways they are
working to meet them. On this basis, a diagnosis of
challenges and successes in First Nations community
mobilization was produced. It presents challenges,
barriers, best practices and success stories identified by
the participants in the process.
Training
The examples and good practices mentioned by the
participants were also used to develop training in community mobilization and data collection and analysis. The
trainings include theoretical aspects, participatory activities and tools, nourished by concrete examples experienced in the communities. The FNQLSDI now wishes to
enhance this content in order to create a community
mobilization toolkit consisting of activities, role playing,
theoretical elements and examples of mobilization. On the
basis of this work, the FNQLSDI will be able to offer training
in the communities.
In addition, the FNQLSDI also produced a
directory of community
mobilization resources
documenting
29
Aboriginal Community Engagement Workshop
resources, including
Wendake, March 22, 2018
guides, toolkits and
information on various facilitation methods. The
document is available on the FNQLSDI website, click on the
CCP tab.
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IBA

CENTRE OF EXPERTISE ON
IMPACT AND BENEFIT AGREEMENTS
During the first complete fiscal year of the Centre of
Expertise on Impact and Benefit Agreements (CEIBA), the
FNQLSDI cooperated with eight First Nations communities in 16 different resource-development projects or
related projects.
The FNQLSDI also organized activities leading to opportunities for exchange and cooperation among First Nations.
Members of communities responsible for negotiating or
implementing impact and benefit agreements were able to
meet and exchange experiences and achievements.
Communities with the least experience in the matter were
able to take advantage of these networking opportunities
to learn from communities with several years of experience.

Aboriginal title, the duty to consult and the IBA. On March
23, 2018, the FNQLSDI also offered a one-day training
session on ancestral rights and the duty to consult to the
Innu First Nation of Pessamit.
The CEIBA also made presentations during conferences
organized for First Nations members. Our presentations
were made during the following events:
—Colloque PlaniTerre, Mashteuiatsh, April 2017;
—Assembly of the Chiefs of the AFNQL, Montreal, November 2017;
—Québec Mines 2017, Quebec City, December 2017.

As expressed by the communities during a survey of their
needs in terms of support for impact and benefit agreements, CEIBA activities are divided into five main categories:
1) Developing and updating a toolkit
2) Analyzing projects and their broader frameworks
3) Preparing the communities for negotiations
4) Participating in, or conducting, negotiations
5) Implementing agreements and maintaining relations
Developing and updating a toolkit
To respond to training and information exchange needs,
the CEIBA participated in, or organized, several conferences, training sessions and workshops in First Nations
communities in 2017–2018. On February 7, 2018, the FNQLSDI offered the Anishinabe First Nation of Lac Simon a
one-day general training session on ancestral rights, the

Québec Mines
Quebec City, December 2017

In addition to these training sessions and presentations,
the FNQLSDI developed different tools disseminated in
First Nations communities. For example, two newsletters
on themes often raised by First Nations were prepared,
entitled: “Mined lands: Negotiating when a mine is already
in operation” and “Implementing an IBA: Enterprise structures for the economic development of a First Nation.”
Legal opinions on issues
concerning mining rights, the
duty to consult and IBAs were
also drafted.
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IBA

CENTRE OF EXPERTISE ON
IMPACT AND BENEFIT AGREEMENTS
Finally, the FNQLSDI is in the process of preparing an IBA
model for the mining sector. The model is based on experience and IBAs that First Nations agreed to share with us.
The model is divided into chapters that group together
clauses found in the agreements, explain them in simple
terms and comment on them.
Analyzing projects and their broader frameworks
This activity concerned a First Nations community for
which the FNQLSDI analyzed a project and its broader
framework. This activity was a precursor to supporting the
community during the negotiation of an impact and
benefit agreement covering a mine in activity.
IBA workshop
In February 2018, the FNQLSDI organized a two-day
workshop on impact benefit agreements.
Each workshop grouped together three to seven First
Nations members and community representatives
who discussed four pre-defined subjects among
themselves and publicly:
—Preliminary evaluation of mining projects;
—Business opportunities and economic opportunities;
—Mining development planning;
—And negotiation issues and strategies.
The workshops brought together 47 First Nations
members/participants. Nineteen First Nations
communities were represented during the event in
addition to five Aboriginal organizations and two
companies managing economic development in the
communities.

Phlogopite mica mine, Letondal Lake
Wemotaci Nitaskinan, July 26, 2017

To respond to the needs of the community and document
the file, the FNQLSDI conducted a preliminary analysis of
the mining company’s activities and its impacts on the
community’s territory. Then the FNQLSDI organized a field
trip accompanied by community elders and planned a
meeting with the band council. The tour allowed to
observe the mine’s activities and its impacts. It also served
to compile information on the use of a portion of the
community’s territory and that of the family directly
affected.
Preparing the communities for negotiations
The FNQLSDI offered groundwork sessions to three First
Nations communities preparing for rounds of negotiations
with mining companies. The FNQLSDI used these meetings
to share its experience, present documents summarizing
the companies and their activities, guide discussions on
community needs, and plan negotiating strategies based
on the particular situations of each of the communities
and the mining activities central to the negotiations.
The FNQLSDI also analyzed, commented on and made
recommendations to three different First Nations communities regarding five agreement projects concerning
natural resource development within their territories. The
analyses helped the communities prepare for upcoming
negotiations and provided them with hard copies of agreements that meet certain legal standards and discussions
with mining companies.
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IBA

CENTRE OF EXPERTISE ON
IMPACT AND BENEFIT AGREEMENTS
At last, the FNQLSDI provided support to one First Nations
community conducting negotiations on three agreements
simultaneously. In anticipation of the meetings, the
community sought answers to its questions on strategies
to adopt and the repeated content in the IBAs.
Participating in, or conducting, negotiations
In 2017–2018, we supported two First Nations communities
during their agreement negotiations with mining companies.
In the first community, the FNQLSDI played an active role
in the negotiations and will continue to do so in 2018–2019.
In the second community, the FNQLSDI cooperated in the
negotiations of agreements and responded to an urgent
request for support during the negotiations. This allowed
the FNQLSDI to become familiar with the company’s mining
project and train the community’s negotiation team on
strategies to adopt, the content of agreements and briefly
present the company’s activities and its mining project.
Implementing agreements and maintaining relations
The work carried out here consisted of implementing an
impact and benefit agreement between a First Nations
community and a mining project in the construction stage
of the mine and the infrastructure required for its operation.

With the help of some members of the community, the
FNQLSDI created and organized a corporation responsible
for economic development within the community. The
FNQLSDI then created and organized an affiliate to
manage a specific project within the community. The
project for which this affiliated company is responsible
will take shape during the course of 2018.
Since the FNQLSDI services in the field of economic development structures are limited to setting up aspects of the
structure, a partnership with the First Nations of Quebec
and the Labrador Economic Development Commission
(FNQLEDC) was developed. This organization will offer
support to First Nations members sitting on the Boards of
Directors of the companies. The training offered will cover
their roles as directors and the evaluation of economic
development projects.

Green action
During World Environment Day on
June 5, 2017, FNQLSDI team
members put on their (blue)
gloves to collect waste at the base
of the Kabir Kouba Falls and in the
neighbouring woods in Wendake.
A simple, but significant, gesture
for the environment!

Kabir Kouba Falls
Wendake, June 5, 2017

First, the community wanted to set up an economic structure that would ensure the sound management of funds to
be received as a result of the agreement and promote jobs
and business opportunities for members and businesses
in the community. Following the preparation of a deployment strategy for the economic development structure
presented to the community in the winter of 2017, the
FNQLSDI helped the community establish this structure.
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IBA

IMPACT AND BENEFIT
AGREEMENTS—FORESTRY SECTOR
In 2017, a resource person specialized in forestry was hired
to work with the CEIBA to establish a sector with expertise
in the negotiation process and the conclusion of a forestry
IBA. The purpose of the CEIBA Forestry Sector is to
promote First Nations access to various social and
economic development possibilities and allow them to
become more involved in the management of forest
resources within their ancestral territory.
The objectives of the project associated with the different
steps in the IBA negotiation process were to:
1) Develop a toolkit
2) Analyze projects to develop and enhance forest
resources
3) Prepare for the negotiations
4) Participate in the negotiations and the conclusion of
forestry IBAs
5) Implement forestry IBAs
Develop a toolkit
In the past year, the FNQLSDI conducted an in-depth
review of several types of forest development agreements
and then worked on describing the current forestry
context in Quebec in simple terms. A list of the different
types of jobs available in the forestry sector was prepared
and a preliminary version of an adapted forestry IBA
drafted.
Analyze projects to develop and enhance forest
resources
In most cases, before concluding an IBA, it is important to
determine the impacts of the project on the territory. The
FNQLSDI conducted a thorough examination of the potential impacts of forestry operations and prepared a detailed
description of the various activities of different forest
industry stakeholders.

Prepare for the negotiations
To support the communities in their preparation for the
negotiations, the Forestry Sector wanted to determine the
communities’ needs and interests. A survey was conducted and 18 communities from six Nations responded. The
FNQLSDI also worked on training material and the development of expertise in rights and IBAs and visited several
communities to hold working meetings. In addition, at the
request of a community, the FNQLSDI offers technical
advisory services related to the forestry negotiation
process.
Participate in the negotiations and the conclusion of
forestry IBAs
At the request of a community, the CEIBA Forestry Sector
is prepared to offer support related to the processes and
procedural components of an IBA negotiation and technical advisory services regarding the key aspects of a
forestry IBA. The FNQLSDI can also conduct a strategic
evaluation of the quality of potential forestry IBAs.
Implement forestry IBAs
Personalized support is offered to communities during the
last stage of an IBA negotiation process, namely its implementation. The FNQLSDI can help the community determine the key aspects of an implementation and cooperate
in maintaining relations between the communities and
industry.
Since its establishment, the CEIBA Forestry Sector has
been mandated by five First Nations communities to work
on the different stages in an IBA negotiation process. In
2018–2019, we intend to continue our activities and offer
our services to even more communities.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT
CIRCUIT RIDER TRAINING PROGRAM
As sound management and protection of the territory is at the heart of the priorities of First Nations, the FNQLSDI works to
support residual materials management activities and to strengthen the capacities of the key actors in the communities.
Activities are oriented to meet the needs, interests and priorities of communities by encouraging improvements in waste
management practices.

The FNQLSDI created a Circuit Rider training program in
residual materials management (RMM) for First Nations in
Quebec. The program aims to equip infrastructure managers, operators and key players to improve practices by
offering training adapted to the realities of First Nations.
The project is divided into four activities and has four
main objectives:

The RMM team also received WHMIS Trainer training and
will be able to offer this training in 2018–2019.
Tools component
This field of activity creates and collects tools that can be
useful to one or more communities, such as reference
guides, awareness tools, training materials, etc.

• Provide technical support to RMM projects by facilitating
the sharing of information and knowledge;
• Develop RMM capabilities through providing continuous
training;
• Inform, educate and raise awareness of target audiences
about the importance of RMM and good practices to
adopt;
• Provide infrastructure managers and operators with a
toolkit that meets the needs and realities of First
Nations.
Training component
Mobile training is the
mainstay of the project
to build the capacity
and knowledge of key
actors. In 2017–2018,
the FNQLSDI developed
modules on the
management and operation of ecocentres, in order to train
new operators and ecocentre coordinators.

This year, the team worked on developing a material-tracking tool for ecocentre management, awareness
tools such as an RMM acronym reference sheet and
pamphlets on composting, household hazardous waste
management and ecocentres.
Awareness component
The awareness component aims to inform, raise awareness and educate all the target audiences, including
members, elected officials and community managers, of
RMM best practices.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

CIRCUIT RIDER TRAINING PROGRAM
AND OTHER PROJECTS

The FNQLSDI has developed several awareness tools that
are adapted to the contexts and needs of communities,
such as information leaflets, a collection calendar with a
sorting guide and ecocentre signage. These tools were
created displaying the Aboriginal language according to
the community, French and English.

In 2017–2018, the FNQLSDI worked in collaboration with the
Kitcisakik community to provide ongoing support for the
planning of a door-to-door household and recyclable
materials collection project, in addition to an ecocentre
project. Furthermore, the FNQLSDI supported the
community of Pikogan in the implementation of an
ecocentre project and for the planning of the
implementation of a
compost collection that
will take shape in late
summer 2018. One-time
technical support was also
provided
to
several
communities to support
their RMM projects.
Presentation of the ecocentre project
Kitcisakik, spring 2018

The team has also developed fun and educational
activities to raise young people’s awareness on the
different notions of RMM. A first school tour was
conducted in spring 2018 at Pikogan elementary school,
and a number of other communities will benefit in
2018–2019.

Technical support component

Educational activity
Pikogan, spring 2018

The technical support component aims to provide ongoing
support to communities for RMM services. This support
consists of assisting project managers in the
implementation of good residual materials management
practices through concrete projects initiated by the
communities themselves. It also aims to support
communities in their needs as they arise during the
development of RMM projects.

Review of residual materials disposal technologies in
remote communities
The FNQLSDI, in collaboration with ISC, wanted to draw up
an inventory of current waste disposal technologies,
prioritize them, popularize and disseminate information
about them in order to enlighten communities on the
choice of the applicable methods in their real context. The
FNQLSDI worked with the Centre de Recherche Industrielle
du Québec (CRIQ) to obtain the advice of several experts
and a neutral and comparative vision of available technologies.
The main objective of the project was to identify the most
promising technological approaches for residual materials
management generated in the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities of northern Quebec and the Lower North
Shore. This project prioritized the technologies that are
best suited to the context of three regions: Unamen Shipu,
Pakuashipu and the Kawawachikamach and Matimekush-Lac John area.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

This year, funding obtained through the First Nations
Waste Management Initiative of ISC enabled the FNQLSDI
to develop two residual materials management plans
(RMMP). RMMP were developed in collaboration with the
two communities concerned, producing documents that
truly reflect the needs and realities of their community.
The creation of the documents enabled the communities
to examine the current management of their residual
materials with the aim of recognizing its strengths and
weaknesses. The RMMP, resulting from these reflections,
will serve as a guide in the coming years during the optimization of the operations and facilities dedicated to residual materials management. Several meetings were
organized during the project to bring together the key
players in residual materials management and to promote
the sharing of ideas and information in a dynamic environment.
Some issues raised
during the development
of the RMMP were
resolved during the
project. The funding has
Container — Listuguj
helped equip both
communities with containers that will be used to divert
household hazardous waste and make residual materials
management in these communities safer and more
efficient.
As part of the project, the FNQLSDI travelled to the
communities to conduct characterization studies of
residual materials in the
residential sector. The
FNQLSDI was also present
at Gesgapegiag’s first
Annual Assembly to
present the project to
Waste characterization
community members.
Gesgapegiag, September 2017

RESIDUAL MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PLANS
AND EVENTS
The FNQLSDI will accompany these two communities in the
implementation of their RMMP in the coming year. Several
activities have been planned, such as the optimization of
infrastructure
and
characterization of
residual
materials
from the industrial,
commercial
and
institutional sectors.
Gesgapegiag Annual Assembly, November 2017

First Nations in Quebec Waste Management Symposium
On January 23 and 24, 2018, the FNQLSDI held its first
symposium on RMM. The event was attended by more
than 60 participants, bringing together 35 First
Nations communities and organizations, to share
current issues and realities through presentations,
lectures and discussion workshops. During these two
days, participants were able to:
• Learn more about existing provincial and federal
programs;
• Recognize RMM best practices in communities
(presentations of successful efforts);
• Address technical issues and topics including
managing agreements with municipalities, collection operations, ecocentres, composting, how to
raise awareness, etc.;
• Build links and networks of contacts with peers from
other communities.

Waste Management Symposium, Quebec City, January 23–24, 2018
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TERRITORY
CONTAMINATION
RESTORATION OF ABANDONED SITES
The twentieth century environmental practices of a number of industries and problems associated with the remote
locations of some regions have resulted in a legacy of abandoned sites in traditional Innu and Naskapi territory. Since
there are no longer owners of theses forgotten sites, it is hard to establish polluter responsibility. Yet these sites are at the
heart of traditional territory and the contamination of natural resources has an impact on the people who use the territory.

The FNQLSDI has been conducting a soil mapping
inventory of abandoned sites in traditional Innu
(Nitassinan) and Naskapi territory. The purpose of this
inventory is to establish an action plan to restore the
abandoned sites identified. The project, to take place in
three phases, will be implemented over the next three
years.
Phase 1: Mapping inventory
The first phase consists of completing a mapping inventory with the participation of Innu and Naskapi First Nations
to identify abandoned sites within traditional territory.
Former mining exploration sites, abandoned outfitter
operations and abandoned forest operation camps are all
examples of sites inventoried.
Community members’
extensive knowledge of
the territory was put to
Pessamit business centre, March 2018
good
use
during
meetings and served to pinpoint nearly one hundred sites
to date. We met with several members from the communities of Uashat mak Mani-Utenam, Ekuanitshit and Pessamit and plan to meet with members of the Matimekush-Lac-John and Kawawachikamach in the near future.
During these meetings, people who use the territory will be
invited to identify abandoned sites on topographic maps.
A database will then be created to compile the results.

Phase 2: Field validation study
The second phase will consist of physically validating the
presence, nature and size of the sites identified. A
classification system will be developed to categorize the
sites visited in order to establish restoration priorities.
The information collected will serve to prepare a
restoration action plan for the abandoned sites.
Community members’ extensive knowledge of the territory
will prove invaluable during this validation phase. Training
in the environmental evaluation of sites and the
restoration of abandoned and/or contaminated sites will
also be offered to interested community members.
Phase 3: Restoration
Finally, the third phase will consist of carrying out
restoration activities at the abandoned sites with local
First Nations communities. Capacity-building and the
hiring of a maximum number of local employees are the
cornerstone of this last phase of the project.
The FNQLSDI cooperates with communities to foster
capacity-building skills in site restoration. Through
training to be offered and workshops to share information,
the FNQLSDI will seek to promote exchange and
cooperation between communities to successfully
complete major local projects. The FNQLSDI will continue
to pursue its objective to equip communities and promote
awareness among their local members of the
environmental impact of abandoned sites on human
health and the environment.
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ENHANCEMENT OF
ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES
MULTILINGUAL YOUTH BOOKS
Through the enhancement of Aboriginal languages as a means of expression of living cultures, the FNQLSDI hopes to
contribute to building a sense of belonging and pride in this cultural wealth among First Nations youth and adults. The
FNQLSDI also wants to provide a showcase for the beauty and diversity of this linguistic cultural heritage.

The FNQLSDI is pleased to add two volumes to its
collection of multilingual books on sustainable
development. The FNQLSDI, with the production and
distribution of its multilingual book collection, is
positioning itself as a key player actively contributing to
the preservation and revitalization of Aboriginal languages
and cultures. Through this activity, the organization
participates in strengthening the cultural identities of its
members.
The books showcase six Aboriginal languages: Anicinape
(Algonquin), Atikamekw, Innu-aimun, Kanien’kéha
(Mohawk), Cree and Mi’gmaw, as well as French and
English. Inspired by the oral tradition and to enable
readers to listen to the diversity of languages, they are
accompanied by audio files. Like the rest of the collection,
the books and audio files are available for free online on
the FNQLSDI website.

Theria & Larinie’s incredible summer:
Investigation of residual materials management
This year, readers are invited to follow two good friends:
Theria, a curious raccoon, and Larinie, a shrewd seagull,
through their incredible adventure to discover residual
materials management. Let summer vacation begin! After
feeling discouraged seeing the trash on the ground in the
community and in the park, the duo goes to see the elders
in the hope of learning more about the situation. They tell
them how it was when they were still children and encourage them to reduce their consumption. Theria and Larinie
are immediately inspired to conduct a major investigation
on residual materials. Topics discussed include pollution,
reduction, waste management, recycling, composting,
material life cycles, responsible consumption, environmental footprint and good practices.

Also in the collection:

2016–2017

2015–2016

2014–2015
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ENHANCEMENT OF
ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES
MULTILINGUAL YOUTH BOOKS
Based on ecological
and
scientific
knowledge,
this
book and its supplementary material
are fun and educational tools offered
to First Nations
teachers, applicable
to the study of
languages science and technology.
For the first time this year, the FNQLSDI has produced and
made available an original activity booklet and six videos
featuring the adventures of Theria and Larinie and their
Incredible Summer series on residual materials management, available on Youtube.
Good reading!

Indigenous women’s turn to take the talking stick:
They are putting quill to paper to share their vision of
sustainable development
The second book is a multilingual collection of writings
highlighting the reflections of 20 First Nations women on
the issues of sustainable development. This presentation
is based on the four pillars of sustainable development for
First Nations: social, environmental, economic and First
Nations rights.
Supporting Indigenous women’s voices is essential for
developing an inclusive vision and practice of sustainable
development. Too often, Indigenous women experience
double discrimination because they are women and
because they are Indigenous. This collection of critical
writing on sustainable development issues, past and
present, hopes to contribute to the presentation of positive
models and to bring hope to First Nations, part of a process
of healing and empowerment of women, but also of
communities.
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CLIMATE
CHANGE
CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGIC PLAN
Since November 2017, the FNQLSDI has been participating in the meetings of the Joint Committee on Climate Action (JCCA)
which is composed of First Nations representatives from the ten regions of the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) as well as
senior federal officials. This committee, set up on December 9, 2016, in accordance with the commitment made by the
Prime Minister and the National Chief, is part of Canada’s ongoing engagement with First Nations to implement measures
aimed at advancing climate action: reducing greenhouse gas emissions and helping communities to adapt.

In collaboration with the communities, the FNQLSDI initiated the development of a climate change strategic plan led
by First Nations in Quebec. This initiative will be an essential tool for influencing governmental decision makers
while reiterating First Nations engagement and leadership
on climate change.
The approach aimed at achieving the mandate is meant to
be collaborative, positive and above all-inclusive. Through
this process, the FNQLSDI wishes to:
• Bring together and mobilize key community stakeholders;
• Identify the climate change issues and challenges faced
by communities;
• Identify the needs of communities in terms of support
and capacity building;
• Identify community priorities in the face of climate
change;
• Develop a shared vision for the future of all those
involved in climate change;
• Identify orientations and measures that will lead to
concrete and sustainable actions within communities;
• Support First Nations at the local and regional levels in
implementing climate action;

• Create an essential tool that will influence governmental
decision makers;
• Reiterate the engagement and leadership of First Nations
on climate change adaptation.
In order to develop a strategic plan that will be representative of the aspirations of First Nations in Quebec, the
FNQLSDI conducted an initial tour of communities in
February and March to assess members’ interest in collaborating in the realization of this plan. During this tour,
eight communities expressed interest in the process; they
want to share their priorities and be kept informed of the
evolution of the process.
The approach is inclusive and any form of collaboration is
welcome. The FNQLSDI intends to conduct a second tour of
communities in 2018–2019 in order to meet with communities interested in taking part in the project.

Green action
In 2017–2018, the FNQLSDI enrolled in Call 2 recycle
program for small and large
batteries collection, and received
its very first collection kit. It’s easy
and free!
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CLIMATE
CHANGE

HOUSING AND CLIMATE HAZARDS:
VULNERABILITY AND NEEDS OF FIRST NATIONS

In the spring of 2017, the FNQLSDI initiated a project on
housing vulnerability in First Nations communities. The
main objectives of the project are to document the specific vulnerabilities and needs of First Nations in terms of
access to safe housing in the event of climatic hazards,
and to increase the knowledge of housing and infrastructure managers about climate change adaptation in order
to facilitate the integration of climate change into capital
management and community planning.
For the first year of the project, the FNQLSDI worked in
collaboration with the Grand Conseil de la Nation
Waban-Aki technical services and a number of experts on
the design and validation of a vulnerability assessment
tool specific to housing. The tool uses indicators to assess
the sensitivity of housing components to the potential
impacts of six climatic hazards, including forest fires, heat
waves, floods, freeze-thaw cycles, winter storms and
storms accompanied by strong winds.
In the fall of 2017, nearly
40 homes were assessed
in Wemotaci and Wôlinak
to identify the most
sensitive and critical
components.
These
Housing in Ekuanitshit, January 2016
assessments will continue in eight other communities to provide a comprehensive
portrait of the housing vulnerabilities of First Nations in
Quebec. Awareness materials, risk maps and climate
analyses are other achievements planned under the
project.
The FNQLSDI also took part in several events to raise
awareness of the impacts of climate change and to
strengthen links with key players in housing and climate
change adaptation. Presentations were offered at the first
National Symposium: “In the Face of Disaster: What are the

Resiliency Challenges for First Nations Communities?”
(May 23–25), the Innu-Atikamekw Housing Table (November 14–15), the Indigenous Climate Change Adaptation
Gathering (February 13–14) and the Algonquin Housing
Table (March 28–29). The FNQLSDI also became a member
of the Community of Practice in Housing and is actively
participating on the online platform to share information
on good practices in adaptation and sustainable development.

Other activities

6th First Nations Youth Summit
Mashteuiatsh, August 11–13, 2017

The FNQLSDI provided support to the First Nations of
Quebec and Labrador Youth Network (FNQLYN) for the
organization and conduct of the 6th First Nations Youth
Summit. The Youth Summit took place in the ancestral
territory of the Pekuakamiulnuats (Mashteuiatsh) from
August 11–13, 2017. Three themes were at the heart of the
event: the environment, the territory and traditional
practices. The FNQLSDI was present throughout the event
and facilitated a participatory workshop on ecosystemic
services.
The FNQLSDI has also been involved in several projects
related to climate change and First Nations as a member
of monitoring committees or by reviewing deliverables.
These projects include, among others, First Nation PIEVC
Toolkit Development and Testing, First Nations Climate
Change and Infrastructure Guidance Document, Indigenous Innovations and Ni miro pimatisiwinan—Research on
climate change impacts identified by First Nations women
in Quebec on their physical and mental health.
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ENERGY
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Energy production and distribution are critical subjects of growing interest. Of the 30 First Nations communities, some are
not connected to the hydroelectric grid and are instead supplied with power by diesel-powered power plants and generators, polluting and harmful sources of energy for both the health and the environment. With the protection of Mother Earth
at the heart of First Nations’ priorities, the FNQLSDI works to inform and support the transition of communities towards
renewable energies with low environmental impacts.

This year, the FNQLSDI worked on producing a regional
portrait of energy in First Nations communities in Quebec.
The main objective of the project was to produce an
effective tool representing the current First Nations reality
of renewable energy, to facilitate future interventions and
to identify sustainable solutions adapted to their needs.
The solutions and recommendations will encourage the
improvement of practices towards sound management
and production of energy as well as the protection of the
environment and its resources. This portrait identified
issues, challenges and needs for renewable energy
management in First Nations communities, including an
inventory of existing information and an analysis of
projects in development and/or wishes and needs.
As part of this project, the FNQLSDI met with key
stakeholders from 20 First Nations communities. The data
collected in each of these communities was compiled and
summarized in a report identifying the issues faced by
First Nations as well as the particularities, interests and
needs of different communities.
The meetings held during this project made it possible to
inform people about the various renewable energy
technologies available, but also to present the support that

the FNQLSDI is able to offer to communities in renewable
energy innovation projects.
In the short term, the FNQLSDI will continue its activities in
renewable energy and energy efficiency in order to
support communities in the implementation of concrete
projects, and by participating in the development of their
capacities through a mobile training program.
This project has already enabled the FNQLSDI to provide
support to Gesgapegiag First Nation in the drafting of their
application for funding for a renewable energy project,
aiming to amend existing facilities supplied by diesel
generators.

Green action
In October 2017, the FNQLSDI launched a composting
initiative at its offices. A kitchen container was placed
to collect on a voluntary basis fruit and vegetable
peels, egg shells, dead leaves and
other compostable residual
materials. Within a year, approximately 50 kilos of biodegradable
materials were diverted from the
landfill site!
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FINANCIAL
PARTNERS
OUR PARTNERS
In 2017–2018, the FNQLSDI could count on the
financial support of several partners:

Government of Canada
Indigenous Services Canada
Natural Resources Canada
Canadian Heritage
Transport Canada
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Government of Quebec
Secrétariat aux affaires autochtones
Ministère de l’Énergie et des Ressources naturelles
Transition énergétique Québec

Assembly of First Nations

Assembly of First Nations Quebec-Labrador
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